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ABSTRACT
Data from social media platforms such as Twitter can be used to

analyze severe weather reports and foodborne illness outbreaks.

Government officials use online reports for early estimation of

the impact of catastrophes and to aid resource distribution. For

online reports to be useful they must be geotagged, but location

is often not available. Less then one percent of users share their

location information and/or acquisition of significant sample of

geolocation messages is prohibitively expensive. In this paper, we

propose a multi-stage iterative model based on the popular matrix

factorization technique. This algorithm uses the partial information

and exploits the relationship of messages, location, and keywords to

recommend locations for non-geotagged messages. We present this

model for geotagging messages using recommender systems and

discussion the potential applications and next steps in this work.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Location is an important asset in analyzing and acting on data

generated during disasters. Researchers and government officials
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use geolocated messages to monitor the earth for all types of disas-

ters [2, 6]. Targeted advertising, content recommendation, or trend

analysis can all be linked to a target user’s location. Unfortunately

for such platforms, location information is expensive to purchase or

not available. In 2010, less than 25 percent of Twitter users’ location

was known in a random sample of over 1 million users [3]. Since

then, this number has dwindled down to less than one percent [9].

A given location may be tied to particular key words or phrases.

For example, “Big Easy” can be associated with “New Orleans”

with a high probability because this is the city’s nickname. It is

also common to travel to new locations and encounter unique

sayings, such as “y’all” (meaning “you all”) in southern portions

of the United States [7]. Users linked by a social network within a

given location use similar language and phrases, and thus, a single

common location can be inferred [5, 12, 14]. Such observations

can be collected from social media and used to connect users to a

location with some probability, which has been found to decrease

with increasing distance [1].

In this paper, we describe a model to exploit the connections be-

tween keywords used by people in different locations to recommend
locations for messages missing geolocation tags. Our proposed ap-

proach casts the geolocation problem as a recommendation one. Re-

lationships between users and their locations can be represented as

a series of matrices: a user-location matrix mapping users to tagged

locations, a user-observation matrix mapping users to important
keywords, and a location-observation matrix mapping locations to

known related keywords. We use a geospecific tf-idf score to rank

key phrases and extract location specific terms — observations —

from the known tweet text. We propose SpinRec, a set of matrix

factorization strategies applied to these matrices to fill in the blanks,
or leverage the known user and location values to predict the un-

known. These strategies have proven to show higher accuracy and

provide more meaningful results in the recommendation space [10].

The contributions made by this paper are:

• SpinRec, a cyclical model for collaborative filtering.

• A novel method of determining location by the analysis of

tweet content.

• A gradient-descent based algorithm for matrix factorization.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: we present

past works on social media geolocation (§2), give a brief background

on collaborative filtering (§3), outline the proposed cyclical matrix

factorization approach (§4), and give experiments that will deter-

mine the efficacy of this approach (§5).
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2 RELATEDWORK
Most recent work on geolocation inference uses factor-graph mod-

els to infer location. Qian et al. [15] introduces deep learning tech-

niques to support supervised and semi-supervised learning for this

task. Most of early research work in location inference focuses on

analyzing the contents of user’s posted messages, such as Cheng

et al. [3] who proposes and evaluates a probabilistic framework

that infers city level location using only user’s posted messages.

Wing and Baldridge [17] infers user’s location using supervised

information retrieval techniques. Eisenstein et al. [4] proposes a

model that predicts geographic location from raw text data with

better performance than previously proposed supervised topic mod-

els. Ikawa et al. [8] estimated the user’s location by learning the

relation between specific locations and relevant keywords from

previous microblog messages.

Other work focuses mainly on network structure to infer location

without considering the contents of messages. The use of network

structure in location inference modeling is based on the observation

that there is higher probability of having a large network of friends

from the same time-zone than probability of having friends with

a distance of three time-zones [5]. McGee et al. [13] propose a

network-based approach using social strength between users to

infer location. Li et al. [11] introduces an approach combining the

analysis of the contents of messages with social network of the

users using only discrete names of locations for estimation.

Unlike the existing techniques in the literature, our approach uti-

lizes matrix factorization techniques to learn relationships between

a set of users and locations with respect to the set of observations

obtained from contents of the tweets. Analysis of message content

is used to create a set of observations which will include the local

words, unique features, and phrases specific to locations.

3 BACKGROUND
Recommender systems are typically proposed as finding relations

amongst a set of users U and items I such that a model may find

items in I with which a user inU will interact. This is performed

using either a content based method or collaborative filteringmethod.

Content based recommender systems leverage item metadata to

recommend items to a target user by finding similar items within I
to some item with which the target user has already interacted. In

the context of geolocation, this would translate to using location

metadata.

Alternately, collaborative filtering techniques leverage similarity

among users inU to recommend. A matrixM can be formed where

each row is a user and each column an item. Thus, each entry is a

value representing the interaction between a particular user and a

particular item. This matrix is very sparse; it is unlikely a user has

interacted with all items, or even most of them. Matrix factorization

(or more specifically, Singular Value Decomposition) is commonly

used to fill these blanks. WhereM is the previous user-item matrix:

M =WSVT
(1)

The matrix S is a diagonal matrix containing the unique singular
values of thematrixM . These singular values can be used tomeasure

how much a concept learned either applies to a user (matrixW ) or

an item (matrix VT
). To get an estimated interaction value r for a

user j and item k , take the dot product of the corresponding vectors:
r =W [j] · I [k].

Tf-idf (term frequency-Inverse document frequency) model is a

popular techniques used for information retrieval and text mining

in a collection of documents to estimate the importance of any

given word in the collection.

Tf-idf is a two step model. The first step, term frequency, is

defined as the frequency of occurrence of a word in a document.

The second step, inverse document frequency, is defined as the

frequency of occurrence of a word in the number of documents

across the collection. The combination of these two steps normalize

the weight of importance for a word; if a word has higher frequency

in a document it will give higher weight to term frequency. High

frequency in all documents implies decrease in the value of the

idf. This feature will avoid giving higher weight to the frequently

used common terms such as any articles or pronouns and provide

more accurate weights to significant words and phrases. The formal

formulation is as follows:

Rt f −idf = t fi, jx log(N /t fj ) (2)

where t fi, j is the number of occurrences of word in the jth

document. N is the total number of documents in the collection.

t fj is the number of documents in which the word appeared.

4 APPROACH
In the proposed model, we formulate the geolocation inference

problem as a recommendation problem where a target user’s loca-

tion can be estimated using other user’s known locations tied with

the contents of posts from the target user. For each user, our goal is

to predict their location as set of latitude and longitude coordinates.

We assume the implicit data relates users with known locations,

posts with associated keywords, and locations tied with specific

locations.

The use of latitude and longitude allows us to estimate the loca-

tion of the user to an adjustable precision. The granularity of the

geo-location is ‘city, state’. The set of observations is a collection of

key features such as meaningful phrases, local words, name of local

events, etc. that can be mapped to a user’s location. To compute the

key location we cluster know posts by their locations, combine the

text content as documents, and produce a ranked list of terms for

each location using tf-idf scoring. This ranked list represents terms

that are most important for each location, a type of geospecific

tf-idf. Articles and other such meaningless phrases were filtered to

achieve better accuracy.

We now define SpinRec, a cyclical matrix factorization technique

to perform geolocation. The input to the algorithm is a set of three

matrices,UL,UO and LO :

ULmxn −→ UserLocation Matrix

UOmxk −→ UserObservation Matrix

LOnxk −→ LocationObservation Matrix

Wherem is the number of users, n is the number of locations and k
is the number of observations. The general algorithm is detailed in

Algorithm 1.

The algorithm attempts to optimize the three matrices in series

of recommendation rounds, hence the name SpinRec. Each round
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Algorithm 1 SpinRec: Multi-stage collaborative filtering

INPUT:UL,UO , LO
procedureMatrixUpdate(M1,M2,M3)

M̀1 ← MatrixFactorization(M1)

M̃2 ←
1������M̀1M3

������
F

M̀1M3

M2dif f ← M2 − M̃2

γ ← M2dif f

M1new ←M̀1(γ )
returnM1new

end procedure
while no converдence do

ULupdate ← MatrixUpdate(UL,UO,LO)
UOupdate ← MatrixUpdate(UO,LO,UL)
LOupdate ← MatrixUpdate(LO,UL,UO)
UL←ULupdate , UO ←UOupdate , LO ←LOupdate

end while
returnUL,UO,LO

consists of updating all three matrices using the MatrixUpdate
function.MatrixUpdate takes as inputM1, thematrix to be updated,

alongwithmatricesM2 andM3 withwhichM1 can be reconstructed.

The steps ofMatrixUpdate are as follows:

(1) Perform matrix factorization on M1 to predict all missing

values. Call this M̀1.

(2) Multiply M̀1 andM3 and normalize to reconstructM2. Call

this M̃2.

(3) Subtract M2 and M̃2 to obtain M2diff
, a matrix defining the

amount by which M̃2 has incorrectly predictedM2.

(4) Compute γ , the average difference between values defined

inM2diff
.

(5) AdjustM1 using γ to obtain the newM1 matrix.

This function is applied to all three matrices in each round of

SpinRec, such that updated versions ofUL, UO , and LO are all ob-

tained. The updated matrices replace the originals, and the process

continues until convergence.

At each execution ofMatrixUpdate , the input matrixM1 is the

matrix with which we want to obtain a new predictor, based on

theM2 andM3 matrices. It is expected these matrices will contain

majority gaps, thus the matrix factorization step on the current

predictor matrix is a preliminary collaborative filtering method

to attempt to predict the missing data. The predicted matrix is

normalized to produce confidences in each prediction from 0 to 1.

It is necessary to identify a method by which error can be gauged.

The matrix M2 is treated as the “ground truth” matrix; and thus

is the matrix for which we would like to obtain predicted values.

The produced M̃2 and original M2 are subtracted and the result

averaged to obtain the average direction in which the target M1

should be shifted to decrease error, similar to back propagation in a

neural network. As input data is initially given for each of theUL,
UO , and LO matrices, each matrix is treated as ground truth in the

update step of another.

5 FUTURE EXPERIMENTS
Our proposed model will be evaluated using two case studies which

will explain the benefits of geolocation inference for the domain of

disaster management. The first case study is to analyze and predict

the location of a tweet implying a high probability of there being

a hail storm. Predicting hail at different locations using data from

social media is a complex problem; if using contents to analyze the

key features of a tweet, the keyword “hail” may be included but

with a different context. Also, the time of the original tweet will be

an important factor to predict meaningful information. Our future

work includes introducing deep-leaning in our model to address

the problem when users are new and doesn’t have much tweets to

relate the observations with.

The second case study is to analyze and predict the location of

users with the contents of tweets about foodborne illness, which

may further aid in analyzing the probability of an outbreak at that

location. The known location of the user can potentially allow us to

estimate numbers of users who are at risk of illness at that particular

location. With the increase in use of social media for day to day

activities, a lot of meaningful information can be obtained from

user’s posted messages and social networks. Such observation may

help us in analyzing the outbreaks and submit an early warning to

the necessary audience.

To conduct these experiments we will need sets of “ground truth”.

For each of the applications above we have collected sets of tweets

with known locations, thus we plan to use a tweet dropout strategy

to measure the effectiveness of SpinRec as is typical with recom-

mender systems [16]. In this strategy, a subset of the known tweet

and location vectors are held out during training to be used as a

testing set. The recommender is then run on these tweets and error

is measured based on the strength of the recommendation for the

corresponding location.

6 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
In this paper, we present our vision for a novel approach to predict

a precise location of the user using data from social media. This is

our first step towards utilizing different techniques of collaborative

filtering to solve the problem of finding user’s location using post

data.

As with any newly developed learning method, it will be per-

tinent to prove the convergence of SpinRec in the general case.

Presented in this paper is a sub problem of relating two attributes,

users and locations, via a third: observations. This can be general-

ized to any of n attributes in a chain relation.

Alternately, it may be beneficial to explore deep learning options

for the geolocation problem. The current approach does not exploit

the continuous nature of latitude and longitude; we are currently

treating each known location as a discrete value and thus expect

to experience an instance of the common recommender cold start

problem. When we wish to include new locations into the system,

we will have to retrain the model.

We have high hopes for the efficacy of this model to predict

locations of users based on social media data. The current work de-

scribed above in predicting tweet locations has produced desirable

results so far, however we have yet to test this model in a scalable

environment.
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